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Introduction-Race and 
Digital Technology 

Code, the Color Line, and the Information Society 

LISA NAKAMURA 

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign 

PETER A. CHOW-WHITE 

Simon Fraser University 

Postracial America, Digital Natives, and the State of the Union 

The current generation of young people is the first to have always had access 
to the Internet; these so-called digital natives are both hailed as omnipotently 
connected and decried as fatally distracted (see Palfrey and Gasser 2008). They 
are also the first to enter adulthood with a African American president in office. 
Yet digital natives are not an equally privileged bunch; like "natives" everywhere, 
they are subject to easy generalizations about their nature that collapses their 
differences. In contrast to former President Bill Clinton, who was colloquially 
known as the first black president, Obama was the first "wired" president. Unlike 
his opponent in the presidential election, John McCain, who fatally revealed 
that he didn't know how to use email, Obama was both our first black president 
and our first digital Commander in Chief, a harbinger of a new age in more 
ways than one. However, Obama's presidency coincides with some of the most 
racist immigration legislation seen in recent years, as well as a prison industrial 
complex that continues to thrive and target black males, and a financial and 
housing crisis that has disproportionately harmed black and Latino Americans. 
The paradox of race after the Age of the Internet, a period that some have defined 
as "postracial" as well as "postfeminist," lies in such seeming contradictions. 

As the shift from analog to digital media formats and ways of knowing 
continues apace, continued social pressure is brought to bear on the idea of race 
as a key aspect of identity and an organizing principle for society. Yet no matter 
how "digital" we become, the continuing problem of social inequality along racial 
lines persists. As our social institutions and culture become increasingly digitally 
mediatized, regularly saturated with new platforms, devices, and applications 
that enable always-on computing and networking, digital media bursts the 
bounds of the Internet and the personal computer. The pervasiveness of the 
digital as a way of thinking and of knowing as well as a format for producing 
and consuming information forces intellectuals and scholars to produce new 
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methodologies and ways of working to reflect current media realities. Equally 
important but often less discussed is this: the digital is altering our understand
ings of what race is as well as nurturing new types of inequality along racial lines. 

Like many knowledge workers in the academy who came of age well before 
the Internet, the Human Genome Project (HGP), and digital cable, African 
American Studies scholar Henry Louis Gates has made the transition from old 
to new media, and his negotiation of this move encapsulates many of the 
contradictions of informatic understandings of race enabled by digital com
puting and the Internet. Formerly a producer of academic books such as The 
Signifying Monkey and the watershed anthology Race, Writing, and Difference, 
a staple text in critical race studies and literary theory in the 1980s and 1990s, 
he can now be found blogging on pbs.org, which hosts digital streams of his 
popular television programs. He started his television and new media career 
as the host and co-producer of the PBS documentary Great Railroad Journeys 
(2006), but his transition from writer to new media producer was signaled by 
his ongoing series about genealogical testing as a means for recovering the 
hidden life histories and backgrounds of well-known people of color. This series 
started out with a focus on African American genealogical testing. African 
American Lives (2006) and African American Lives 2 (2008) traced "the lineage 
of more than a dozen notable African Americans ... using genealogical and 

historic resources, as well as DNA testing." 
In keeping with the rising popularity of reality television programming at 

this time, this series included celebrity guests as well and was narratively 
structured around several big "reveals," one of which involved Gates himself, 
who let the viewer in on the secret that he himself was not as "black" as he 
thought: In the first series, Gates learned of his high percentage of European 
ancestry due to his descent from the mulatto John Redman. In addition, he 
discussed findings about ancestry of his guests. This series featured similar 
"reveals" about other guests (Sara Lawrence-Lightfoot found out that she did 
not have any American Indian ancestry, and astronaut Mae Jemison found out 
that she was part Asian), complete with tears and other telegenic reaction shots 
after the news of each guest's genetic and racial truth was delivered. 

The series proved so popular that it spawned both a spin -off series, ongoing 
at the time of this writing, entitled Faces of America, which examined the 
genealogy of twelve North Americans: Elizabeth Alexander, Mario Batali, 
Stephen Colbert, Louise Erdrich, Malcolm Gladwell, Eva Longoria, Yo-Yo Ma, 
Mike Nichols, Queen Noor, Dr Mehmet Oz, Meryl Streep, and Kristi 
Yamaguchi, as well as a trade book, available in both electronic and paper form, 
entitled Finding Oprah's Roots: Finding Your Own (2007). The similarity 
between the reality television format and Faces of America is right on the surface: 
the "reveal" of each star's genetic test results was read out to the celebrities by 
Gates himself, in much the same way as other reality television hosts have done. 
However, unlike Dancing with the Stars, a reality television program where Kristi 
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Yamaguchi distinguished herself earlier that year, Faces ofAmerica offered the 
truth of race as an informatic commodity and as a prize more for its viewers 
than for its subjects. The invitation to the viewer to synthesize the images of 
these stars that they saw on the screen with the "new" information provided 
by genetic testing produced race as a visual spectacle, one that could both be 
consumed pleasurably and cast into radical doubt by the test results. 

Gates' explanation for his decision to start with African Americans as guests 
on this series of programs and as the first subjects for the genetic testing and 
historical research that formed the basis for his claims regarding the "truth" 
about racial identity was premised on the notion that slaves were uniquely 
deprived of information about their backgrounds and histories. African 
American slaves were rendered non-human or, as Orlando Patterson would 
put it, victims of social death, with the technique of historical erasure as part 
of the techne of racism. If racism is a technology, or rather, a systematic 
way of doing things that operates by mediating between users and techniques 
to create specific forms of oppression and discrimination, then enforced 
forgetting of the familial or historical past is surely a key part of its workings 
(see Hartman 1997). 

Gates' engagement with race is digital in at least two ways: the subject 
matter of these programs is the use of bioinformatic technologies such as gene 
sequencing to tell individuals the "truth" about race, and the program itself is 
produced as a digital signal, as is much of the audiovisual content in circulation 
today, and is transcoded into various formats to fit different software platforms 
and viewing devices. Gates' videos can be viewed on YouTube.com as well as 
PBS.org, where they are discussed with great seriousness (as well as great 
flippancy, in keeping with the time-honored tradition of video comment 
boards) by users and viewers. The PBS website also hosts a "webinar" featuring 
Gates that it marketed specifically for educators, permitting Gates to enter into 
classrooms in a much different way than he had through his written work, a 
trajectory that many educators are being encouraged (or forced) into in an effort 
to reach "digital native" students. 

Gates' new career as a digital media producer signals a new form of racial 
technology, posed as a curative to the older racist techne of enforced forgetting 
and information erasure or management-the genetic test or sequence, a digital 
technology with incredible resonance today as a truth-telling or re-membering 
device that can recover a lost past. Digital technology is here pressed into service 
as an identity construction aid; indeed, the immense popularity of home genetic 
tests for both paternity and dog breed determination (see www.canineheritage. 
com and www.wisdompanel.com) attests to their integration into everyday life. 
However, as the African American Lives series demonstrated, the racial truth 
revealed by these tests conflicted strongly and often painfully obviously with 
the subjects' experience of raced identity. This was true for its host as well. Gates 
mused aloud in African American Lives when receiving his results, "Does this 
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mean that I'm not really black?" In the context of the program, this was a 
"teaching moment," and he employed it to discuss the complex nature of racial 
identity. However, he received a definitive answer to his question when he was 
arrested in Cambridge, Massachusetts, on July 16,2009 for forcing his way into 
his own house when a jammed doorlock made it impossible for him to use his 
house key. The furor that resulted from this flagrant example of racial profiling 
(of a Harvard professor, as was noted prominently in the popular press) turned 
into a "national conversation" about race, as Barack Obama invited Gates to 
the White House to discuss the incident over beers with his arresting officer. 

Clearly, race is more than genetics, and is composed of more than one kind 
of code, yet programs like African American Lives and Faces of America assert 
that the digital trumps all else. The biotechnical turn (like the visual turn) is born 
of a particular moment in history, one which privileges the technological and 
specifically the digital over other forms ofknowledge, mediation, and interaction. 
Gates, a former MacArthur award-winner, the most prominent black critic in 
America, and the scholar most often credited with marrying African American 
Studies and critical theories such as postmodernism, has made this turn. 

The replacement of the deconstructive turn with the digital one can be seen 
as well in the more recent work of media scholar and critical race scholar Paul 
Gilroy, who after a similarly long and illustrious career as a scholar of the African 
diaspora (his eloquent book The Black Atlantic was an invaluable resource for 
media scholars and critical race scholars, as it showed how black identity was 
a transnational cultural formation created and reflected by media products) 
made a similar move towards imagining race as less symbolic and more 
biological, but his turn was in a different direction. Instead of seeing race as a 
biological fact, in Against Race he cited the prevalence of digital technology as 
a reason that we could no longer talk about race as a sound descriptive category. 
Gates' and Gilroy's technobiological turns can be interpreted as critical 
exhaustion-let the scientists sort it out, since humanists and social scientists 
seem to have made little headway-as well as the adoption of a new strategy 
for racial politics. The technoscientific turns afford a new, seemingly more 
neutral or less contentious discourse about race to circulate in the public 
sphere. This move reflects the difficulty of having any sort of critical public 

conversation about race, with or without beers. 
The conversation between Barack Obama, Henry Louis Gates, and the 

officer who arrested him did not produce either any great reconciliation or 
revelation. And though this was disappointing to many, it was not surprising, 
for as Bonilla-Silva (2001) writes, race has become literally impossible for many 
Americans to talk about; stammering, stuttering, or stymied muteness are 
common reactions to the topic. The techno-genetic turn offers a language for 
talking about race that feels safe for many, because it moves race comfortably 
out of the social and into another, seemingly less contentious realm. As Bonilla
Silva (2003) reminds us, the neoliberal ideology that defines our current 
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political, economic, and socio-cultural moment moves race, like all other forms 
of personal identity, into the realm of the personal rather than the collective 
responsibility. Is it better to have a biotechnological conversation about race 
than none at all? 

The media-television, radio, film, the Internet, digital games-are platforms 
for public conversations about race, for as Wendy Chun writes in her essay for 
this collection, "rather than the abatement of racism and raced images post 
WWII, we have witnessed their proliferation" (see also Chun 2006; Chun 
2009). The visual turn and the technological turn are converging as images 
migrate and proliferate as well onto digital platforms. It is crucial that these 
images and modes of informatics be examined as it becomes increasingly 
inadequate and we become unwilling to have these conversations with each 
other, face to face. Mediatized conversations about race, whether on the Internet 
with human interlocutors or with the torrent of digitized media texts, have 
become an increasingly important channel for discourse about our differences. 
Race has itself become a digital medium, a distinctive set of informatic codes, 
networked mediated narratives, maps, images, and visualizations that index 
identity. Critical race scholarship, that is to say scholarship that investigates 
the shifting meanings of race and how it works in society, and proposes 
interventions in the name of social justice, must expand its scope to digital media 
and computer-based technologies. Gates and Gilroy's turns away from 
deconstruction and cultural analysis and towards genomic thinking really are 
affirmations that this is the case; they acknowledge that the digital turn has 
changed the game, and that race critique has to acknowledge this and respond 
to it meaningfully, or be left behind. 

Similarly, projects like the MacArthur Digital Media and Learning 
Foundation, which supports critical scholarship on the impact of computing 
and networking on youth in education, titled its first conference in 20 l 0 
"Diversifying Participation" in order to establish that access to digital 
technologies is unevenly distributed, and that people of color and other groups 
are still denied equal opportunities in relation to digital media. 

Measuring unequal access to digital media technologies across racial and 
ethnic lines is still a central part of the research contained within this book. In 
contrast to earlier scholarship on race and the Internet, it is not the only focus, 
and the work in here contains exciting new data about differential access 
to specific digital technologies, such as online journalism and SNSs (social net
work sites). When the Internet became widely adopted in the mid-l990s, 
research on the digital divide proceeded from both policy makers and scholars; 
monographs such as Van Dijk's The Deepening Divide: Inequality and the 

Information Society (2006), Lisa Servon's Bridging the Digital Divide (2002), Pew 
Research Center's Internet and American Life Project, and the U.S. Commerce 
Department's NTIA Falling Through the Net reports (1995, 1998, 1999) called 
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attention to the problem of unequal access. While there is no doubt that access 
is important, a binary notion of access as either a yes or no proposition flies in 
the face of reason or usage, as Hargittai has shown with her empirical studies 
of web usage (see Hargittai 2008 and 2010). Reneta Mack's The Digital Divide 

( 2001) shows how technology gaps for African Americans are connected to other 
"gaps" in economics and education. In any event, though the racial digital divide 
is narrowing, it has distinctly racialized contours, as youth flock to mobile digital 
platforms over fixed ones and begin to self-segregate into specific SNSs based 
on race, ethnicity, and other factors. As Watkins asserts in The Young and the 

Digital: What the Migration to Social Network Sites, Games, and Anytime, 

Anywhere Media Means for Our Future (2009) youth of color are rapidly 
adopting digital media technologies such as cellphones and games as part of 
their everyday lives, and in some cases use them more frequently than their 
white peers. 

Critical race studies must take account of the digital, and digital media and 
technology studies must take account of race-though the essays in this book 
demonstrate that race is more than its technoscientific representation. Indeed, 
the essays in this book approach race and the digital from a variety of 
perspectives and disciplines: our authors come from departments of cinema 
and media studies, Asian American, Latino, and African American studies, 
communication, information studies, literary studies, and sociology. However, 
rather than taking the shift to digital and computer-mediated culture as new 
information which either invalidates the idea of race as a coherent category or 
encourages us to reduce it to a set of empirical data that reifies existing race 
categories, these essays explore the co-production of race and computing 
starting from the post-war U.S. period. This is a history that has deeper and 
older roots than had been previously thought. 

The field of race and digital media studies was heralded by foundational 
collections about race and digital technologies such as Alondra Nelson and Thuy 
Linh Tu's excellent Technicolor: Race, Technology, and Everyday Life (2001), 
Nelson's special issue of Social Text entitled Afrofuturism: A Special Issue of 

Social Text (2002), and Kolko, Nakamura, and Rodman's Race in Cyberspace 

(200 1 ). These collections focused on the pre-Web 2.0 period and the populariza
tion of the idea of the Internet as a "participatory medium," and much has 
changed since then. SNSs, YouTube, and Massively Multiplayer Online Role 
Playing Games had yet to become widely adopted, and Internet usage was not 
nearly as transnational as it is now. Since then the Internet has become even 
more widely adopted, digital convergence between media formats, devices, and 
genres has produced a truly transmedia environment (Jenkins 2006), and 
individual platforms other than email and websites have risen to prominence. 
Anna Everett's excellent Learning, Race and Ethnicity: Youth and Digital Media, 

part of the MacArthur/MIT Press Series on Digital Media and Learning (2008; 
available both for free online and in paper) updates earlier anthologies on race 
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and the digital to include essays on racialized cont1icts between transnational 
groups of users within MMOs (Doug Thomas), the formation of racialized 
communities on early race-based internet portals such as BlackPlanet (Dara 
Byrne) and the use of the Internet to encourage Native American digital 
literacy (Antonio Lopez). Rishab Aiyer Ghosh's innovative anthology Code: 

Collaborative Ownership and the Digital Economy (2005) takes a thoroughly 
transnational approach to digital media technologies and economies which is 
much needed in the field. Similarly, Pramod Nayer's (2010) New Media and 

Cybercultures anthology blends key essays on new media theory and racial 
difference in the U.S. context with a transnational approach that reflects the 
ongoing spread of the Internet and other digital technologies across the globe, 
while acknowledging the unevenness of its distribution. Collections like 
Ghosh's, Nayer's, and Landzelius' collection about indigenous and diasporic 
peoples, Native on the Net, internationalize Internet and race studies in much 
needed ways. 

Monographs on race and the digital technologies such as Lisa Nakamura's 
Cybertypes: Race, Ethnicity, and Identity on the Internet (2002) and Anna 
Everett's Digital Diaspora: A Race for Cyberspace (2009) focused specifically on 
the Internet, and others blended media theory with software studies, such as 
Chun's brilliant Control and Freedom: Power and Paranoia in the Age (~{Fiber 

Optics (2006). Later monographs such as Jessie Daniel's Cyber Racism: White 

Supremacy Online and the New Attack on Civil Rights (2009) featured a more 
narrow focus on hate groups online, and others looked at specific racial groups' 
involvements and investments in digital mediaspace, such as Everett's book, 
which looked specifically at African American online cultures (see also Ignacio 
2005). Nakamura's Digitizing Race: Visual Cultures of the Internet (2008a) did 
comparative work focusing on Asian Americans and combined it with a 
particular methodological approach-visual culture studies. Other authors 
included extensive analyses of race within books on digital media studies more 
broadly, such as Alex Galloway's chapter on simulation gaming and racial 
identity in his monograph Gaming: Essays in Algorithmic Culture (2006). These 
and other monographs traced the ways that new media industries, users, and 
platforms have co-created race from the Internet's early days and in the present, 
and we are happy to see that this area of study continues to grow apace. 

Race After the Internet is part of a developing interdisciplinary critical 
conversation that started with a forceful critique of the utopian discourse that 
characterized early digital media studies. Ever since the now-iconic 1993 New 

Yorker cartoon that declared that "On the Internet Nobody Knows You're a Dog!" 
the Internet has been envisioned as a technology with a radical form of agency, 
endowed with the capacity to make kids smarter (or dumber), to make social 
life more playful and fluid (or more sexually corrupt and deceitful), and to create 
an ideal "information society" where everyone is radically equal. (See Nakamura 
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2008b for a more detailed review of scholarship on race and the Internet.) People 
of color were viewed in the 1990s as beneficiaries of the Internet's ability to 
permit anonymous communications, and much of the earlier scholarship 
focused on the issue of race representation on the Internet. The focus on the 
lack of images of blacks and other others in icons to be found on the Internet 
(see White 2006), as well as within video game avatars (see Everett 2009 and 
Leonard 2004) established that, indeed, users of color were hard put to find 
"good" representations of themselves, and thus had to choose between a default 
whiteness and a stereotyped form of blackness. Digital games are now a 
mainstream form of media (video games passed DVDs in global sales in 2010), 
and they show us the new racial order of avatar representation in interactive 
space in action: excellent essays by David Columbia (2009), Tanner Higgin 
(2009), David Leonard (2006), Lisa Nakamura (2009), Jessica Langer (2008), 
and Alex Galloway (2006) describe how World of Warcraft and Grand Theft 
Auto are platforms for race as exotic spectacle (see also DeVane and Squire 2008 
for an empirical study about how youth view race in Grand Theft Auto). While 
for some the world of Azeroth is a fantasy world of infinite possibility, a 
training ground for collaborative and managerial skill and teambuilding, or 
simply an immensely profitable and popular business, for others it is both a 
sweatshop and a minstrel show. The cybertyping of trolls and tauren as 
Caribbean exotics and Native Americans, complete with music, costumes, and 
accents, casts racial others as the bad guys on the wrong side of a racial war 
that is hard-coded into the game, but as Galloway's chapter in this essay shows, 
race is more than its representation, more than "screen deep," in Chun's words: 
it is part of the algorithmic logic of games and digital media themselves. 

There are four main critical interventions that this collection adds to the 
existing and increasingly robust conversation on race and digital media 
technologies. The essays in Part I, "The History of Race and Information: Code, 
Policies, Identities" encourage a re-envisioning of race in digital technologies 
as a form of code, as well as a visual representation of a raced body. While earlier 
studies in race and digital media did the necessary work of identifying racist 
representations of samurai, gangsters, hookers, and other criminalized bodies 
as "colored," and calling for more even-handed and representative images of 
people of color on the dynamic screen, the study of stereotypes in digital media 
is intrinsically different from studies of representation in analog media. For code
based media is processual as well as visual; it does as well as appears. It executes 
race. Users don't just consume images of race when they play video games, 
interact with software, and program: instead, they perform them. While it still 
matters if your avatar can or cannot look like you, the ability to compose digital 
identities extends beyond what can be seen on the screen, and we must attend 
to how race operates as a set of parameters and affordances, ideological 
activities, and programmed codes. Indeed, as McPherson reminds us, media 
critics must force themselves to do more than read what's visible in new 
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media's interfaces, for this work may distract us from the working of race within 
code itself. 

McPherson's exciting essay "U.S. Operating Systems at Mid-Century: The 
Intertwining of Race and UNIX" mines the archive of software development 
history to expose how UNIX, an extremely important operating system, was 
based upon the paradigm of "encapsulation" that implemented increasingly 
modular systems. The high priority put upon separating different parts of the 
system from each other shows that 

this push toward modularity and the covert in digital computation also 
reflects other changes in the organization of social life in the 1960s. For 
instance, if the first half of the twentieth century laid bare its racial logics, 
from "Whites Only" signage to the brutalities oflynching, the second half 
increasingly hides its racial "kernel," burying it below a shell of neoliberal 
pluralism. 

McPherson argues that scholars work against ongoing processes of 
encapsulation that separate disciplines from each other and racial populations 
from social and political alliance, reminding us that "computers are themselves 
encoders of culture," and that it is "at best naive to imagine that cultural and 
computational operating systems don't mutually infect one another." 

Wendy Chun's "Race and/as Technology, or How to Do Things to Race" 
examines the "resurgence of the category of race within science and medicine" 
as an opportunity to read back into the archive of race science. As she writes, 
"segregation is an important U.S. racial technology, a clarifying spatial mapping 
that creates stark racial differences where none necessarily exist." Her 
formulation of race itself as a technology-a way of doing things-helps us to 
re-envision race as a form of encoding, rather than as a paint-by-numbers kit 
of stereotypes. Her incisive reading ofhapa filmmaker Greg Pak's movie Robot 
Stories extends her work on techno-Orientalism; this film's all Asian American 
and African American cast have displaced whites in the film, forcing viewers 
to imagine a future where whiteness is no longer dominant, but is in fact absent. 
As she writes, the "invisibility and universality usually granted to whiteness has 
disappeared, not to be taken up seamlessly by Asian Americans and African 
Americans, but rather re-worked to displace both the technological and the 
human." 

Archival work that traces the histories of digital technologies and race forces 
us to revise our ideas about innovation and creativity as somehow racially neutral 
and objectively defined. As Rayvon Fouche reminds us in his essay "From Black 
Inventors to One Laptop Per Child: Exporting a Racial Politics of Technology," 
technology has a pre-digital history that has long devalued the contributions 
and needs of African Americans, and these roots have borne fruit in digital uplift 
projects such as the One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) initiative. He posits that we 
map race and American culture into four periods: during the first of these, 
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1619-1865, slavery was a dominant technology in itself, and during the second 
period of formalized race-based segregation, from 1865 to 1954, many scientific 
and technological systems and infrastructures such as railroads became 
powerful forces for segregation. From 1954 to 2003 Fouche notes the unraveling 
of the biological connection to race and the UNESCO "Statement on Race" 
overlapping with the civil rights movement. Fouche marks the final period as 
heralding "new forms of segregation, a newly defined scientific foundation for 
the rebirth of race, and digital-age technological aid for the developing world" 
and concludes with a compelling critique of the OLPC project, asking us to 
question whether the "perceived universal nature of open source software 
[can] transcend region, language, space, and culture." 

Curtis Marez's essay in this collection, "Cesar Chavez, the United Farm 
Workers, and the History of Star Wars," explores the industrial history of digital 
video-imaging technologies and its links to racialized labor practices in 
California's Valleys: the Central Valley, home of filmmaker George Lucas, and 
Silicon Valley. George Lucas, the producer of perhaps the most generative media 
franchise to hit both the big screen and digital screens around the world, grew 
up in Modesto, where Cesar Chavez was deploying DIY video in order to 
publicize and preserve the struggles of the United Farm Workers Union. Marez 
adeptly tells the story of how the Star Wars franchise and its lesser-known 
predecessors THX-1138 and American Graffiti dramatize the struggles and 
eventual triumph of white masculinity, a narrative that was eagerly taken up 
by California conservatives during the Bush era. His essay reminds us that both 
digital and agricultural labor is overwhelmingly performed by racialized 
populations in California: chips are made by Asian women, Silicon Valley offices 
are cleaned by Latino and black workers, just as the UFW's workers harvested 
fruit in some of these same geographical spaces not long before. 

Marez's brilliant critique of Lucas's oeuvre helps us see how the history of 
Star Wars, a frequently mined source text in participatory media produced by 
users and disseminated on YouTube and elsewhere (see Chad Vader) is not a 
neutral one: as he writes, "in contexts dominated by a Star Wars worldview it 
becomes harder to see and think about things like Justice for Janitors and, more 
broadly, digital culture's dependence on systems of racialized labor." 

The digital divide is an attractive formulation because it promises an easy 
solution to a messy situation: it proposes that computer access in and of itself 
is a meaningful measure of informational power and privilege. Indeed, similar 
strains of idealism fueled by technological determinism are still to be found 
today, as Fouche notes in his excellent critique of the One Laptop Per Child 
program in this volume. We now know that computers themselves will not fix 
social and racial inequality, and indeed may produce new forms of inequality, 
as the essays in Part II, "Race, Identity, and Digital Sorting," by Alex Galloway, 
Oscar Gandy, Anna Everett, and Christian Sandvig show. The work in this 
section complicates and refines the question of access to digital technologies; 
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rather than viewing them as unambiguously good, the authors examine how 
computers enable new forms of social sorting. The essays in this section demand 
that we rethink the rhetoric of the digital divide. 

Alex Galloway's essay in this section, "Does the Whatever Speak?" is 
structured around four key questions about race in the digital age. Galloway 
explains the intimate links between the "increased cultivation of racial typing" 
and the "recession of'theory'," particularly identity politics and cultural studies. 
His provocative thesis is that the promiscuous production of digital racial 
imagery ought to be read as more than just the production of stereotypes, 
business as usual on the Internet, but rather as a form of racial coding, a logic 
of identity that has come to replace it more globally. In his brilliant reading of 
the role of race in the dress rehearsal for Obama's inauguration, he asserts that 
"racial coding has not gone away within recent years, it has only migrated into 
the realm of the dress rehearsal, the realm of pure simulation, and as simulation 
it remains absolutely necessary." If digital culture has taught us anything, it is 
that simulations are powerful. He addresses the issue of raced avatars within 
the most popular global Massively Multiplayer Role Playing Game World of 
W arcraft by asserting that "the most obvious thing to observe is precisely the 
way in which racial coding must always pass into fantasy before it can ever 
return to the real. The true is only created by way of an extended detour through 
falsity." This essay produces a theory of identity in the digital age that envisions 
the virtual as the "primary mechanism of oppression," yet ends on a hopeful 
note. Galloway encourages us to deploy theory's affordances to resist the 
marginalization of both critical theory and racial difference. 

One of the most important new media technologies in the digital age that 
undergirds the Internet is the database. Most people rarely think about this 
technology that makes the storing, migration, collection, and analysis of data 
on the Internet possible. Oscar Gandy's chapter, "Matrix Multiplication and 
the Digital Divide," explores how data-mining practices that classify, sort, and 
evaluate populations reproduce racial inequality and generate new mechanisms 
of racial discrimination. Scholars working in surveillance studies explore the 
ways in which companies and state organizations use the information we put 
up on the Web to know a population of users. Oscar Gandy first referred to 
this practice as the panoptic sort in his foundational book on data mining and 
personal information published in 1993. Since then, data-mining technologies 
proliferated into all sorts of enterprises, especially marketing. When we 
purchase products, make wall posts on Facebook, update Twitter, or give 
personal information in exchange for services on the Web the data from those 
transactions enters into a matrix of information for social sorting. Once we lose 
control of that data, we lose control over the terms of our privacy and our 
identity online. In the early 2000s, concerns about privacy focused primarily 
on the security of credit card information and online shopping. A decade later, 
Facebook's privacy agreement is the main target in the struggle between users 
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and corporations over the ownership of personal data. Users seek to gain 
control and ownership over their online identities and the information they 
put on the Web. Companies like Facebook package and sell the personal 
information from their users to other companies who then data mine the 
information to develop niche marketing strategies. While this may seem 
beneficial for individual consumers, scholars such as Joe Turow (2006) argue 
data-mining practices are creating new forms of consumer citizenship based 
on the economy of the marketplace rather than democratic principles. 
Marketers build group profiles to ascertain which population segments are 
preferred for companies and their products and which ones are less desirable. 
Gandy argues that this matrix of multiplication creates a cumulative 
disadvantage for African Americans. 

Barack Obama's presidential campaign occurred at the same time that social 
media such as Y ouTube, SNSs, and social awareness tools such as Twitter 
ushered in a new media ecology. Obama supporters such as the "Obama Girl" 
disseminated viral video and leveraged other forms of social media, yet these 
same technologies have been deployed to spread hateful racist messages about 
the President, contributing both to his rise and the post-election dip in 
popularity, in Anna Everett's terms "voter's remorse." Anna Everett's essay 
"Have We Become Postracial Yet? Race and Media Technology in the Age of 
President Obama" examines user-generated content as well as traditional media 
coverage of Obama's presidency to examine how "Obama became the tiber
celebrity media text, one capable of testing the limits of new media's digital 
democracy credibility, while engendering a plethora of racial significations
novel and familiar." In this essay Everett explains how our first "digital" 
President, the first to use a laptop and a BlackBerry, both benefited from the 
"digital natives" who supported his campaign and suffered racist abuse from 
right-wing bloggers. Though many drew the conclusion that the United States 
had gone "beyond race" by electing Obama to the presidency, Everett's analysis 
of the social media scene in the years since demonstrates that black masculinity 
is still a deeply threatening (and threatened) identity in America. 

Much of the early work on race and the Internet has tended to focus on more 
"majority" minority groups such as African Americans, Latinos, and Asian 
Americans, at the expense of considering other forms of difference in the U.S. 
and elsewhere. Sandvig's essay, "Connection at Ewiiaapaayp Mountain: 
Indigenous Internet Infrastructure," is based on ethnographic data gathered 
from an Internet collective based in California's San Diego County, a locale that 
has more distinct federally recognized Indian reservations than any other 
county in the United States. In his memorable formulation, comparing AT&T 
with the TDV (the Tribal Digital Village) helps us to compare dominant forms 
of Internet infrastructure provision with innovative new ones that operate under 
a different economic, cultural, and technological model. This essay tells the 
remarkable story of how 100 percent Internet penetration was achieved on an 
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Indian reservation that, in common with "Indian country" all over the U.S., 
had previously suffered from one of the most impoverished communication 
and general infrastructures to be found in the U.S. This work provides a useful 
challenge to the utopian notion of technological appropriation as always giving 
users from marginalized groups a variety of interesting new ways to be "other," 
and asserts that in the case of the TDV, "technological and cultural difference 
isn't celebrated-instead it is suppressed." Sovereignty, indigeneity, and locale 
are equally salient terms of identity to race in many parts of the world. Sandvig's 
work opens up new lines of inquiry into parts of the U.S. and elsewhere where 
racial identity has a different politics and composition: in the case of many native 
American groups, all individuals are mixed-race, and tribal enrollment signifies 
much more than race does. 

The phrase "Let a thousand flowers bloom," much beloved of Internet 
enthusiasts who celebrate this platform's diversity, tolerance, and freedom to 
do what one wills, fails to take account of what sorts of flowers might be planted, 
where, and by whom. The essays in our third section, "Digital Segregations" 
explain how it is that Internet users are sorted and segregated into separate 
platforms or networks. The "digital divide" has been replaced by multiple 
divides or, as danah boyd puts it, bad and good neighborhoods, with users 
themselves envisioning the Internet as containing "ghettos" populated with 
lower-class, uneducated, potentially dangerous users of color and others as being 
safe, clean, and well supervised. boyd explains the history and trajectory of 
Facebook's rise to dominance over other social networks such as MySpace and 
Friendster by analyzing data gathered from youth who explained their decision 
process in choosing social networks in exactly these terms. This important and 
timely work debunks the myth that platforms succeed or fail based on their 
technological affordances, perceived convenience, or design, by documenting 
in users' own words why they moved from MySpace to Facebook. Her 
provocative title, "White Flight in Networked Publics: How Race and Class 
Shaped American Teen Adoption of MySpace and Facebook," updates earlier 
studies of race and the Internet by focusing on an influential and increasingly 
large and diverse population ofinternet users-youth-as well as the immensely 
popular platforms for social networking that take up so much of our leisure 
and work time. The story of the Internet since the turn of the century is the 
story of the rise of social networks, and the mass movement of users from 
MySpace to Facebook reflects the increasingly segregated nature of Internet 
experience. boyd's research findings have proven controversial with readers of 
the New York Times online, for they threaten dearly held but incorrect 
assumptions about the inherent neutrality and democratic nature of social 
networks. 

Eszter Hargittai investigates the differences among "digital natives" by 
surveying social network service use among a racially and ethnically diverse 
set of young adults. Her quantitative analysis in "Open Doors, Closed Spaces? 
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Differential Adoption of Social Network Sites by User Background" comple
ments the findings of danah boyd's ethnographic study. Hargittai challenges 
the notion that as new web-based services emerge and become popular, most 
people shift their use accordingly and adoption is universal. By col_lecting t:Vo 
data sets across time and across a number of social networkmg service 
platforms, such as MySpace, Facebook, Xanga, and BlackPlanet, s_he is abl~ to 
offer a unique and striking picture of racially segmented use over d1ffere~t time 
periods. This racial segmentation can have consequences for certam ra~Ial_and 
ethnic groups if non-governmental, government, and business orgamzatw~s 
wrongly assume that all populations use a site. The result could be systematic 
exclusion from access to different types of information. 

Wilson and Costanza-Chock's chapter, "New Voices on the Net? The Digital 
Journalism Divide and the Costs of Network Exclusion," takes a different ~ack 
to the question of digital divides and the costs of digital inclusion a~d e~clus1~n. 
Surveillance scholars focus on the effects for individuals and sooety m bemg 
caught in the panoptic Web. Wilson and Costanza-Chock exam_ine the 
cumulative disadvantage of exclusion from the old and new media news 
networks. The authors survey the persistent problem of exclusion of people of 
color from the news media both as newsmakers and as owners of media 
companies. The recent economic crisis in the industry has put pressure on 
owners to reduce newsroom staff, sell to other organizations, or close their doors. 
Media companies are also turning to the Internet to create new onli~e 
journalism platforms. The authors argue that participation in the news media 
is increasingly becoming a question of access to digital networks. They find _that 
people of color are creating opportunities online for ow~ership and JO_urnahsm, 
and emerging forms of community-based, non-professiOnal ~ourn_a~Ism_ could 
potentially transform the media sector. However, the d1spanties m the 
mainstream of print and television persist online. Wilson and Costanza-Chock 
propose that this type of digital divide is best understood as a cost of ~etwork 
exclusion. As the networks of news media increasingly move online and 
continue to reproduce the racial inequality of representation in ow~ership and 
journalists, the costs for those outside the network grow expone~tla,~ly .. 

Our last section, entitled "Biotechnology and Race as InformatiOn p1cks up 
where this introduction started, that is, by taking account of the confluence 
of digital media's rise as a dominant cultural platform alongside rapid 
developments in racial genomics. The first parts of the book show some of the 
consequences and outcomes when race becomes information through t~e 
proliferation of digital media across institutional and user contexts. The do_mam 
of science is no exception as biology has gone digital. As Castells argues m h1s 
foundational trilogy on the rising information age, biology has beco~e. an 
informational science (Castells 2000). The questions we raised at the begmnmg 
of the introduction and explored by Chun in her essay about biology and race 
have become even more relevant today, especially since communication 
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technologies, programming code, and digital data drive the new enterprise of 
genomics. The possibility of understanding race at the molecular level as 
mappable and quantifiable is premised on innovations and developments in 
computing and Internet technologies as race is recreated in digital media space. 

Bowker and Star's foundational Sorting Things Out (2000) demonstrated that 
race is a process of social classification that relies upon an idea of scientific truth. 
Even when racial "science" turns out to be both spurious and overtly shaped 
by ideology, the idea that race classification rests upon some kind of an 
empirical base has been long enduring, and has worked strongly to form and 
re-form how race shapes people's lives. Troy Duster's foundational Backdoor 

to Eugenics (2003/1990) raised important questions about the combination of 
old scientific notions about race and emerging research into the new genetics 
in the 1980s and I 990s. Instead of the HGP finally confirming the spurious 
relationship between biology and race as Gilroy hoped in Against Race, it 
actually opened up a new line of inquiry into human differences. What began 
as a trickle of digital DNA into genome databases at the close of the twentieth 
century turned into a deluge in the first decade of the twenty-first. The scientific 
practice of classifying and comparing bodies using digital information in 
biomedical and pharmaceutical research is profoundly challenging earlier 
theories of social constructivism that viewed race as a purely imaginary 
construct. The technologies and scientific practices that sociologists Duster and 
Dorothy Nelkin (1989) investigated were in their infancy. Since the completion 
of the HGP, many have become reality and the rate of new racially based 
scientific and biomedical research and commercial products and services is 
accelerating. From the first race-based drug BiDil to Google's personal genomics 
company 23andMe, the consequences of this enormous shift in the concept of 
race are still emerging and have yet to be put into relation with digital 
technologies and the ways that they imbue everyday life with algorithmic 
logics. 

1 

Scientists have been constructing new forms of knowledge about biological 
differences between racialized groups, knowledges that define the intersection 
between digital media and digital biology. New DNA technologies are being 
developed in a techno-social context of digital media where information is the 
material for racial formation. In the cases of gaming and social media, for 
example, race operates as a social construct in fairly visible and concrete ways. 
The avatars users create and inhabit and the social networking sites they use 
are the result of socially enabled and constrained choices and performances. 
However, when scientists claim that there are differences in rates of disease 
between racialized groups, genetic notions of race tend to overshadow social 
causes. Even if scientists take great care in referring to study groups in non
racial terms, race tends to creep back into the discourse. This dynamic will 
become even more salient in the future, as the major hot button questions 
of intelligence, physical ability, and behavior come to the fore from the sidelines. 
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The chapters in this book by Nelson and Hwang, Chow-White, and Duster 
explain and critique some of the lines of inquiry that have been pursued by 
scholars working the "genome space" in the last ten years. These authors 
investigate how DNA technology is being used and shaped in a number of 
different enterprises such as direct to consumer genomic ancestry testing, 
biomedical and health research, and law enforcement. 

In the 2000s a number of direct to consumer genomic biotechnology 
companies started up and offered genetic ancestry tests, such as Gate's biotech 
startup, African DNA. Consumers can send in a saliva swab and receive a 
genomic screen that tells them about the origins of their ancestral lineage. A 
number of companies inform customers of their racial makeup, from Asia, 
Europe, or Africa. In "Roots and Revelation: Genetic Ancestry Testing and the 
YouTube Generation," Alonda Nelson and Jeong Won Hwang explore how 
African American amateur genealogists combine genetic ancestry tests and the 
video-sharing social networking site to reveal information about their ancestry. 
They find that African Americans use companies such as African Ancestry 
to rediscover their "roots," a practice that became popular following the Alex 
Haley television mini series in the 1970s. While genealogy is primarily a hobby 
of older adults, the combination of cutting-edge technologies of genomic tests 
and confessional-style social networking is making it popular with youth. 
Nelson and Hwang explain how the reality TV format of the "reveal," where 
genealogists read out the results of their test and connect with their audience, 
is an important part of the revelation of finding out their genetic identity. Often, 
the genetic information confirms or disrupts their sense of their racial identity, 
just as it did with Henry Louis Gates' guests on his racio-genetic reality 
television programs. 

In "Genomic Databases and an Emerging Digital Divide in Biotechnology," 
Peter Chow-White explains how scientists working on the Human Genome 
Project in the 1990s viewed genomic data as a public good rather than 
information that should be privately held by individual scientists or 
corporations. By making genome databases openly accessible through the 
Internet to anyone, they hoped that this would democratize science and prevent 
a global digital divide. While this is a laudable goal, Chow-White shows that 
the DNA data that scientists uploaded into public genome databases is primarily 
from European individuals. He argues this bias towards whiteness is a racial 
digital divide that has enormous consequences for understanding human health 
and making new medical discoveries. 

While the DNA databases scientists use to study health are skewed towards 
whiteness, African Americans and Latinos are increasingly over-represented 
in forensic DNA databases used by federal and local law enforcement agencies. 
In "The Combustible Intersection: Genomics, Forensics, and Race," Troy 
Duster explains that DNA technology in crime scenes and the courts is largely 
seen as infallible, what he refers to as the "CSI effect." He explores the ideological 
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and technical validity of DNA technologies and suggests new avenues of 
research for social science into the expanding surveillance net. Troy Duster's 
chapter addresses a decade of research by scholars into the proliferation of 
racialized DNA databases in the U.S. In the early 2000s, police collected DNA 
from convicted capital offence felons and sexual offenders. The collection 
mandate has crept over the last decade. Now, some state agencies collect DNA 
from people only arrested for much lesser infractions. In the context of over
policing of African American and Latino communities and high incarceration 
rates, the proliferation of DNA databanks puts African Americans and Latinos 
under increased surveillance. 

Digital media are both long lived and ephemeral, fragmented, networked, 
and contingent. Digital media technology creates and hosts the social networks, 
virtual worlds, online communities, and media texts where it was once thought 
that we would all be the same, anonymous users with infinite powers. Instead, 
the essays in this collection show us that the Internet and other computer-based 
technologies are complex topographies of power and privilege, made up of 
walled communities, new (plat)forms of economic and technological exclusion, 
and both new and old styles of race as code, interaction, and image. 
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